
The mindless servants of Mother Mushroom, fungal boars lumber through forests all across the Material Plane, trampling any 

living thing they come across into a gory paste and spreading their master’s bizarre funguses wherever they go.

Cursed Destroyers. Long ago, Kotavh the Hoofed King created boars to act as his sons within the Feywild. Wherever they 

went, mindless destruction and consumption followed as they trampled or ate everything in their path. However, it was 

Liphelia, the Mother Mushroom, whose creations suffered greatest as the boars had a particular fondness for their flavor and 

scent. Furious at the Hoofed King’s refusal to tame his children, Mother Mushroom planted a patch of magical mushrooms be-

neath a dying treant knowing that Kutavh’s boars would consume them without hesitation. No sooner had Liphelia grown the 

final mushroom and hidden herself away did the boars arrive and begin devouring her trap, crushing the vegetation around 

them, and trampling the nutrients out of the soil. As the final mushroom was swallowed up, grunts of pain and screeches of 

terror swept through the boars whose bodies rapidly decomposed just as bizarre mushrooms and other fungi sprouted up 

from beneath their flesh to reform their bodies. Where free will had once existed in their minds, now there were only the inva-

sive spores of Mother Mushroom who claimed the boars as her new servants to aid in regrowing all that they had destroyed.

Liphelia’s Servants. Under the control of Mother Mushroom, fungal boars act as hosts for her countless species of exotic 

mushrooms and other fungi. No longer acting upon their original instinctual desires, fungal boars exist only to spread Liph-

elia’s creations as far as possible, even beyond the borders of the Feywild. Wherever their hoofs touch, strange mushrooms 

sprout up to reclaim that which was taken from the Mother Mushroom, a clear warning sign to any adventurer that they are 

intruding upon Liphelia’s territory.

Growth from Decay. Though it is not Liphelia’s intention to rid the realms of sentient life, it can not be denied that her cre-

ations thrive in the presence of rotting flesh. As such, her fungal boars are prone to attack warm-blooded creatures on sight, 

trampling them in a gory frenzy that leaves their victims’ bodies nothing but a puddle of shattered bones and mangled flesh. 

The fungal boars then role about in this carnage, leaving behind the spores of Liphelia’s creations which draw nutrients from 

the carcass, growing and expanding their claim on the soil at an alarming rate.
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